
Roll the Ball® - slide puzzle

**About Roll the Ball**

Roll the Ball is a puzzle game in which players have to move blocks to create a path from the start

to the target block. The aim of the game is that a ball can easily roll from start to finish.

Roll the Ball is a puzzle game whose gameplay reminds of the famous board game “Labyrinth".

You have to move blocks to create a path so that a ball can roll from the start to the red target

block. There are also special riveted blocks on the field that cannot be moved. The fewer moves

you need to create the path, the more stars you get for the level. Roll the ball can be played in a

total of four different game modes and in many difficulty levels. If you play the game regularly, you

will also receive great bonuses or gifts that you can use in the further course of the game.

**Roll the Ball - Features:** 

- Move blocks: In Roll the Ball, your task is to create a path on which a ball can roll smoothly from

the start to the red marked target block. To create a path, you must move blocks. But not all blocks

can be moved: blocks in metal look are firmly anchored in place and cannot be moved. The fewer

moves you need to create the path, the more stars you get for your achievements. In principle, you

have no time limit when solving the levels. However, every tenth level has a time limit, which

means that you have to create the path within a maximum of 20 seconds.

- Use helpful features: During the game you can use three helpful functions. The functions allow

you, for example, to restart the level, undo moves or use hints. All functions help you to solve the

level faster and easier.

- Many game modes and levels of difficulty: In order that you always play the game that suits your

abilities and preferences best, you have many different game modes and levels of difficulty

available. In addition to the classic game mode, you can also use the star mode, the shift mode or

the rotation mode, for example. The difficulty levels of the game range from beginner to medium

or hard. Each difficulty level contains 60 levels which have to be solved.

- Play regularly: If you play Roll the Ball regularly, you will receive great rewards and gifts. In this

way you will be paid for your loyalty. Regular play is worthwhile.

Conclusion: Roll the ball convinces with a simple, but challenging gameplay, so that the game can

also be played by younger players.


